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ABSTRA CT
STRUCTURE AND VALENCE RELATIONSHIPS IN OLIGONUCLEOTIDES
By
Carrie Ann May
University o f New Hampshire, May 2007

There are many models that can be used to estimate the degree o f shielding and
predict the valence o f a nucleic acid. Here, Counter-ion Condensation theory and Grand
Canonical Monte Carlo simulations are compared with an experimental approach.
Membrane-Confined Electrophoresis was used to measure the effective valence of
several nucleic acid oligomers. The Debye-Huckel-Henry equation was then utilized to
calculate the valence o f these oligomers. The valence was determined to be -17.86 (±
1.03) for a 20 base-pair double-stranded DNA oligomer in 93 mM KC1 and 10 mM Tris
HC1, pH 8 . This experimental value agrees well with rigorous Grand Canonical Monte
Carlo simulations. The increase in charge density from a single-stranded to double
stranded to quad stranded DNA oligomer and its effect on valence was also explored.
The results indicate that as charge density increases, the portion o f exposed charge
decreases. From this data, we were able to determine an upper limit on the valence to
surface area ratio for biological molecules. Finally, the valence o f a ribosomal RNA
fragment was measured in buffers o f varying magnesium concentration. The data show a
trend o f decreasing valence with increasing magnesium concentration.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

“But the mind is subject to external influences, as plants are, and cells and chemical
elements, and the medium in which its immersion alters it is a change o f circumstances,
or new surroundings.” Marcel Proust

1.1 Opening Remarks
The completion o f the human genome indicates that it encodes far fewer genes
than predicted. Original estimates were around 100,000 genes, while the current estimate
is between 20,000 - 25,000 protein-coding genes (IHGC, 2004). Biologists assumed that
biological complexity was a function o f the number o f genes encoded within the genome.
The low number o f genes implies that human complexity arises from sophisticated
regulation of gene expression rather than through an increase in the number o f genes.
Regulation occurs at all levels o f gene expression: transcription factors and
histones binding to genomic DNA; nuclear export o f transcripts; transcript longevity;
differential splicing and modification o f transcripts; and translational control. All
regulation events involve nucleic acids interacting with other biomolecules. Nucleic acids
are unique among the biomolecules in that they have a negatively charged phosphate
group at regularly spaced intervals. This creates a uniform charge density for all nucleic
acids. Since the charge density is so high for nucleic acids, electrostatic forces play a
large role in any interactions in which they take part.
Many disease states involve faulty regulation. In order to develop drugs that will

1
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interrupt/promote these processes, we must first understand at a molecular level, how
nucleic acids interact. In addition, classes o f antibiotics including macrolides and
aminoglycosides react with nucleic acids, in particular, the ribosome (Harms et al.,
2003). In fact the ribosomal RNA used in this work is targeted by the thiazole antibiotics
thiostrepton and micrococcin (Conn et al., 1999).

1.2 Background
Valence, the number o f electrons that must be gained or lost to reach neutrality, is
a fundamental physical property o f all biological macromolecules. As such, it would be
useful to know its value. However, attempts at measuring valence over the past 70 years
have proven fruitless (Winzor, 2004). Over the last 18 years a type o f free-solution
electrophoresis has been exploited to address this problem.
Membrane-Confined analytical Electrophoresis (MCE) instrumentation has been
developed by Thomas Laue and co-workers and is described in detail elsewhere
(Ridgeway et al., 1998; Durant et al., 2002; Moody & Shepard, 2004). Briefly, a dilute
sample solution is confined in the light path o f a fused-silica cuvette with semi-permeable
cellulose membranes. The membranes are chosen so that the central ion is confined
while the salt ions are free to pass through. The cuvette is held within a housing that
connects it to a temperature-controlled, constant buffer supply. An electric field is
applied and the sample is allowed to undergo electrophoresis until steady state is
achieved. That is, the flux due to the diffusion o f the macromolecule is exactly equal to
and opposite to its electrophoretic flux at all positions within the cuvette. Collecting and
analyzing absorbance data monitor the approach to steady-state.

2
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The exponential curvature o f the concentration gradient is determined by fitting
the data with a non-linear least-squares method software application. The reduced
valence o f the macromolecule can then be related to the curvature o f the concentration
gradient. To account for hydrodynamic properties o f the macromolecule and the buffer
conditions, the Debye-Huckel-Henry model (DHH) with some modifications is
employed, and the valence o f the macromolecule can be determined (Moody and
Shepard, 2004).
Some o f the original work with the MCE was done with short, single- and double
stranded DNA oligonucleotides, but was hampered by instrument development
limitations (Hayes 1993; Wooll 1996). More recently, successful work has included
several proteins (Durant et al., 2002; Durant 2003; Moody et al., 2005). The valence o f a
series o f T4 bacteriophage lysozyme charge mutants was determined with MCE and then
compared to the valence calculated with Booth and Boundary Element theoretical
models. Success in valence determination o f proteins has encouraged a revisit to the
earlier work with nucleic acids.

1.3 Objectives
The intent o f this dissertation is threefold. First, the valence o f a small double
stranded DNA oligomer will be determined using the MCE and the Debye-Huckel-Henry
model. This will be compared to the valence o f the same oligomer calculated by
Counter-ion Condensation theory and Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations.
Second, the role o f strandedness will be investigated by determining the valence of
single-stranded oligomers, the above-mentioned double-stranded oligomer, and a

3
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quadruplex oligomer. Finally, the valence o f a well-studied oligomer o f RNA that is part
of the E. coli ribosome will be determined. It has been shown that this rRNA oligomer
folds into a compact, tertiary structure that is vital to its function, and that this folding is
dependent on the concentration o f monovalent and divalent counter-ions, specifically
potassium and magnesium. The valence studies will be conducted in varying
concentrations o f magnesium in an attempt to determine the relationship between valence
and tertiary structure o f this RNA oligomer.

4
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Chemicals
2.1.1 Buffer Preparation
All buffers were prepared with reagent-grade or molecular biology grade
chemicals. The distilled, deionized water was purified with a Bamstead NANOpure
ultrapure water system. Potassium chloride and Tris Hydrochloride were purchased from
J.T. Baker (#3040-01 and 4103-01, respectively), and Tris free base was purchased from
Fisher Scientific (#BP 152-1). A 1 molar solution o f magnesium chloride was purchased
from Sigma (#M-1028). Buffer pH was measured with an Orion 520A pH meter, and
adjusted to pH 8 . Buffers were filter-sterilized with a 0.22 pm cellulose acetate bottle-top
filter (Coming #430513) into autoclaved 2 liter bottles, and stored at room temperature
until use. A compilation o f all buffer descriptive parameters is in Table 2.1.
Buffer conductivity (x) was determined with a YWR 1054 conductivity meter and
platinum electrode. The conductivity meter was first calibrated with a KC1 standard

Table 2.1 Properties of Buffers

Buffer

KC1
(mM)

Tris
(mM)

MgCl2
(mM)

KT

93

10

0

k tm 2

93

10

k tm 5

93

10

(mmho)

77 (cP)

P (a/ml)

11.3

m)
0.103

1.0028

1.00292

2

11.6

0.108

1.0036

1.00307

5

11.9

0.116

1.0050

1.00325

k

n

5
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(VWR Traceable Calibration Standard, # 23226-625). Several 4-liter batches o f each
buffer were made as needed; average conductivities are listed in the table. The ionic
strength (T) o f each buffer was calculated with the following equation:

zi

r = ~ ^

(Equation 2.1)

M is the molar concentration and z is the valence o f the component. SEDNTERP (Laue et
al., 1992) was used to calculate the dynamic viscosity (rf) and density (p) o f each bulk
solution.
MCE work with d(A-T)2o dsDNA was also done in three additional Tris buffered
solutions that were composed o f monovalent salts and whose conductivity approximately
matched that o f Buffer KT. Table 2.2 summarizes these solutions in comparison to
Buffer KT. All solutions contained 10 mM Tris HC1, pH 8 . Buffered solutions
containing nitrate ions were also used to test the flow o f these monovalent ions through
the membranes in the MCE (see section 2.4.2). Data from these experiments were not
used for further calculations, so the ionic strength, viscosity and density were not
calculated.

Table 2.2 Conductivity Matching Buffers
Salt

[Salt] (mM)

KC1

93

11.32

NaCl

115

11.43

N aN 0 3

121

11.39

kno3

100

11.41

k

(mmho)
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2.1.2 General Chemicals
All other chemicals used in this work, along with their manufacturer and
catalogue number are listed in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 General Chemicals
Chemical

Manufacturer

Grade

Catalogue #

Acetic acid
Acetone
Acrylamide
Agarose
Ammonium acetate
Ammonium persulfate
Ampicillin (Sodium salt)
Ms'-Acrylamide
Boric acid
Dithiothreitol
EDTA (di-sodium salt)
Ethidium bromide
DNA HyperLadder I
Luria-Burtani medium
Methanol
Sodium acetate
Sodium chloride
Sodium nitrate
TEMED
Potassium nitrate
Urea

J.T.Baker
Sigma-Aldrich
Bio-Rad
Fisher Biotech
Fisher
Bio-Rad
Q-BIOgene
Bio-Rad
Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich
Bioline
Q-BIOgene
J.T.Baker
Sigma-Aldrich
Sigma-Aldrich
Mallinckrodt
Bio-Rad
Fisher
J.T.Baker

HPLC-grade
HPLC-grade
> 99.9%
Electrophoresis grade
ACS certified
Electrophoresis grade
MolBio certified
Electrophoresis grade
Electrophoresis grade
Molecular Biology
Molecular Biology
Electrophoresis grade
Electrophoresis grade
MolBio certified
ACS certified
ACS certified
ACS certified
Food grade
Electrophoresis grade
ACS certified
Ultrapure BIO reagent

9515-03
67-64-1
161-0100
BP 164-100
A637-500
161-0700
2610-212
161-0200
B-7901
D-0632
E-5134
E-7637
BIO-33025
3002-075
9070-07
S-9519
S-9625
7796
161-0800
7757-79-1
57-13-6

2.2 Nucleic Acid Sample Preparation
2.2.1 Single-Stranded DNA Oligonucleotides
Single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized and HPLC-purified by
Integrated DNA Technologies (www.idtdna.com). 0.21 mg o f dT 2o (34.44 nmole) was
resuspended in distilled, deionized water to a final concentration o f 2.1 mg/ml (344.4
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pM). Similarly, 0.14 mg o f (IA20 (21.77 nmole) was resuspended in distilled, deionized
water to a final concentration o f 1.4 mg/ml (217.7 pM). Concentrations were determined
with a Hitachi U-2000 Spectrophotometer at 260 nm, using the extinction coefficient
provided with the Oligonucleotide Specification Sheet (162,600 L-mol’^cm ' 1 for dT 2o and
243,400 L-mof'-cm ' 1 for dA 2o). Stocks were stored at -2 0 °C. Prior to use in the MCE,
aliquots o f single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides were diluted to OD 260 o f between 0.5
and 1.0 absorbance units (AU) Buffer KT, pH 8 . Before use in the AUC, the oligo
nucleotides were diluted to OD 260 o f between 0.125 and 0.5 AU with Buffer KT, pH 8.0.
2.2.2 Double-Stranded DNA Oligonucleotides
Two double-stranded oligonucleotides were used in this work: a duplex o f dT 2o
and dA 2o, and the “G-C clamp.” The double-stranded “G-C clamp” is a duplex o f two
20mers: dG(dA) 18dG*dC(dT) 1gdC. These oligonucleotides were kindly supplied by
Professor Jonathan B. Chaires, Department o f Medical Oncology, University o f
Louisville, Louisville, KY. Work was completed with both oligonucleotides and the
results were indistinguishable. Therefore, from here on the double-stranded nucleotide
results will be referred to as “d(A-T)2o.” The individual single-stranded oligomers were
purchased from Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL. Duplexes were formed by mixing
equal molar amounts o f each oligomer together at 65 °C in 200 mM KC1, 20 mM Tris, pH
8 , and then cooled to room temperature for annealing. Duplex formation was verified by

1% agarose gel electrophoresis, circular dichroism, and melting experiments (Wooll,
1996). Concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically at 260 nm, using the
concentration estimate o f 50 pg/ml for double-stranded DNA (Sambrook, et al., 1989).
Stocks were stored at -2 0 °C. Prior to use in the MCE, aliquots o f double-stranded DNA
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oligonucleotides were diluted to an OD 260 o f 1.0 AU with the appropriate buffer (see
Table 2.2). Before use in the AUC, the oligonucleotides were diluted to an OD 260 o f 0.5,
0.25 and 0.125 AU with Buffer KT, pH 8.0.
2.2.3 Quadruplex DNA
The G-rich quadruplex DNA (qsDNA) used in this work was also a generous gift
from Professor Jonathan B. Chaires. The preparation o f this quadruplex has been
described in the literature (Ren and Chaires, 1999). Briefly, single-stranded 5’dT 2(dG)2odT2 oligonucleotides were heated to 90 °C, and then slowly cooled to room
temperature for annealing. Quadruplex formation was verified by 1% agarose gel
electrophoresis, circular dichroism and melting experiments. The product was dialyzed
into an appropriate buffer. Concentration was determined spectrophotometrically at 260
nm. Samples were diluted with Buffer KT to an OD 260 o f approximately 0.5 AU for use
in the MCE. In AUC experiments, the quadruplex DNA was diluted to 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 and
0.1 AU in Buffer KT, pH 8 .
2.2.4 Synthetic RNA
A purified, single-stranded RNA 60mer was kindly donated by Professor Clyde
Denis, Department o f Biochemistry, University o f New Hampshire. The RNA was
purchased from Dharmacon RNA Technologies (www.dharmacon.com) and supplied as
a lyophilized pellet. The RNA pellet was resuspended in sterile distilled, deionized water
to a concentration o f 100 pmol/pl (100 pM), and was diluted with water or appropriate
buffer to the desired concentration before use (the dilution steps were performed by
Viswanathan Palaniswamy, a post-doctoral fellow in Professor Denis’ lab). The diluted
sample was stored at -7 0 °C. The sequence o f the synthetic 60mer is as follows: GCG
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AUG CAC AAU UAA CAU UAC CUC AUC ACU ACU ACA CCA CUU CUA CUG
CUA AAA AAA AAA. This RNA sample was primarily used to test if the MCE
instrument was RNase-proof, and to work out protocols with both the MCE and AUC for
work with RNA.
2.2.5 Ribosomal RNA Oligonucleotide
pLBHH, a plasmid containing a 58-nucleotide fragment o f the Escherichia coli
large ribosomal subunit, was kindly supplied by Professor David Draper, Department o f
Chemistry, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD. Using the Escherichia coli
numbering scheme for the ribosome, the ribosomal RNA (rRNA) fragment o f interest is
nucleotides 1051 through 1108 o f the 23 S subunit. The target rRNA within pLBHH is
flanked by a T7 RNA polymerase promoter upstream and a 43-nucleotide long self
cleaving hammerhead ribozyme downstream (Draper, personal communication). The
sequence o f the rRNA 58mer is as follows: GAG AGG AUG UAG GCU UAG AAG
CAG CCA UCA UUU AAA GAA AGC GUA AUA GCU CAC UCU C. The underlined
base, number 1061, has been mutated from U to A for stabilization (Lu and Draper,
1994).
Escherichia coli competent strain D H 5a (Invitrogen #18258-012) was
transformed with pLBHH via the heat shock method (Sambrook, et al., 1989) and
transformants were plated on Luria-Bertani (LB) 1% agarose plates with 100 pg/ml
ampicillin. Inverted plates were incubated at 37 °C overnight. Isolated colonies were
cultured in LB media with 100 pg/ml ampicillin at 37°C for 16 hours while shaking 250
rpm. The plasmids were purified using a purchased kit (Qiagen Spin Miniprep Kit,
#27104) and eluted in 50 pi distilled, deionized water. The plasmid concentration was
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estimated by optical absorption at 260 nm, assuming an approximate concentration
constant o f 50 pg/ml for double-stranded DNA.
Purified plasmids were subjected to endonuclease digestion with BamHl under the
conditions suggested by the manufacturer (New England BioLabs Inc.). Appropriate
digestion was verified by separating the resulting fragments by electrophoresis in a 1%
agarose gel with TAE buffer and visualized by ethidium bromide staining in the presence
o f long-wave UV radiation. The DNA was then precipitated with ice-cold 100% ethanol
and 3 M sodium acetate. The sample was spun at top speed on a standard table-top
microcentrifuge for 15 minutes. The supernatant was poured off and the pellet was
resuspended in distilled, deionized water. The restriction fragments were used directly
for transcription reactions without any further purification.
Large-scale rRNA preparations were carried out by run-off in vitro transcription
with bacteriophage T7 RNA polymerase (Ambion, Inc., #2082) for 3 hours at 37 °C, in
50 mM Tris HC1 (pEI 8.1), 25 mM NaCl, 26 mM MgCE, 20 mM dithiothreitol and 4 mM
o f each ribonucleotide triphosphate (Ambion Inc., #1333), (Gurevitch, 1996; Conn et al.,
1998; Lukavsky and Puglisi, 2004). Transcription products were separated by
electrophoresis in a 20% polyacrylamide denaturing gel. Bands o f RNA product were
illuminated in the presence o f short-wave UV light by a fluor-coated thin layer
chromatography plate (Ambion, Inc. #10110), and the 58-nucleotide fragment was cut
out of the gel. The RNA was purified from the gel piece with a Qiaex II Gel Extraction
kit (Qiagen #20021) and filtered through 1.2 pm glass microfiber filter (Whatman #68221312). The eluted RNA was collected and its concentration was determined by optical
absorption at 260 nm as before, using a concentration approximation o f 40 pg/ml for
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single-stranded RNA (Sambrook, et al., 1989).
Next, the RNA was precipitated with three volumes o f ice-cold 100% ethanol and
one-tenth volume 10 M ammonium acetate for 3 hours at -2 0 °C. A standard table-top
microcentrifuge was used at maximum speed for fifteen minutes to spin down the
precipitate. The supernatant was poured off, and the pellet was air dried on the bench
top. The completely dried pellet was resuspended in sterile Buffer KT, pH 8 . The
approximate concentration was determined as mentioned above. Homogeneity o f the
sample relative to size was assessed by electrophoresis in a 12% polyacrylamide 7 M urea
denaturing gel run in TBE buffer. RNA samples were stored at -7 0 °C until further use.
Unfortunately, RNA yields were approximately 0.2 pg per pg o f starting DNA template.
Samples were used directly in the MCE without any further manipulation.
The yield from this purification process was far too low for practical purposes.
One MCE run was completed with the sample prepared in this manner (Figure 2.1). The
rRNA sequence was then purchased from Dharmacon RNA Technologies.
The rRNA was supplied from Dharmacon as a lyophilized pellet o f 2.1 mg (112.7
nmol) split between two tubes. During chemical synthesis, the 2 ’-hydroxyl group o f each
ribonucleotide has to be protected from base-induced deprotonation. A deprotonated 2 ’oxygen can cleave the RNA backbone by nucleophilic attack. To prevent this, an acidlabile orthoester is added at the 2’-carbon o f ribose. Before experimental use, the
orthoester was removed by acid-catalyzed hydrolysis in 800 pi o f 100 mM acetic acid, pH
3.8, for 30 minutes at 60 °C. The sample was dried by 2.5 horns in a SpeedVac. The
resulting pellet was resuspended in 500 pi o f sterile, distilled, deionized water, and stored
at -7 0 °C. Using the extinction coefficient supplied by the manufacturer o f 598,200
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L-m or’-cm'1, spectrophotometric measurement at 260 nm revealed the final concentration
o f the stock to be 4.8 pg/pl. Several aliquots were diluted to 1.0 AU in 200 pi of Buffers
KT, KTM 2, and KTM 5 for use in MCE and AUC experiments and stored at -2 0 °C. The
remaining stock was stored at -7 0 °C.

Figure 2.1 First SSE of RNA
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Figure 2.1: 20pl o f purified rRNA was loaded into the MCE cuvette, at a concentra
tion o f 0.5 OD 260. The system was equilibrated with Buffer KT, pH 8 . Absorbance
scans were take once an hour for 20 hours. The edited 20th hour scan is shown. Since
there was not enough rRNA, no further analysis was done. However, the above results
inspired further experiments in the MCE instrument with RNA.
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Figure 2.2 Removal of 2’-orthoester
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Figure 2.2: The protective orthoester group is removed by acid hydrolysis. Diagram
from the manufacturer, Dharmacon RNA Technologies.

2.3 Analytical Ultracentrifugation
2.3.1 Sedimentation Velocity
DNA samples were run in the Beckman Coulter Instruments Analytical
Ultracentrifuge fitted with absorbance optics (XL-A). DNA samples were diluted with
Buffer KT (93 mM KC1, 10 mM Tris, pH 8 ) to an OD26o o f 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 AU.
Samples were loaded into SEDVEL60K, graphite-filled epoxy centerpieces, with quartz
windows. Centerpieces were loaded into a four-hole An-60 titanium rotor and run at
55,000 rpm at 20 °C. Data were collected continuously at 260 nm until at least 80 scans
were taken.
Sedimentation velocity experiments with RNA were carried out in the same
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manner. In addition, to decrease the chances o f ribonuclease contamination, prior to use
the screw rings, window holders, liners, quartz windows, and centerpieces were cleaned
in RNaseZop ® (Ambion # 9780), a nuclease decontamination solution. The entire cell
was assembled in a UV glove box to further ensure nuclease contamination was minimal.
The buffer used for RNA experiments was buffer KT or buffer KT with 2mM or 5mM
MgCl2 added (KTM 2 and KTM 5, respectively). All buffers used in RNA experiments
were made with distilled, deionized water treated with diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC,
Sigma #D5758) to deactivate any RNases that may have been present.
Sedimentation velocity data were analyzed with SEDFIT, version 9.2 (Schuck,
2000). The continuous c(s) distribution model was initially used to estimate the
sedimentation coefficient. Once a sedimentation coefficient was estimated, the data were
refit with the non-interacting discrete species model. More details about the
sedimentation velocity data are in Appendix A.
2.3.2 Sedimentation Equilibrium
Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were run on each DNA in buffer KT at 20
°C. Six-channel charcoal-epon centerpieces and quartz windows were used in a four-hole
An-60 titanium rotor. Single-stranded DNA was run at 30000, 40000 and 60000 rpm.
Double-stranded DNA was run at 28000, 35000 and 45000 rpm. The concentrations for
both single-stranded and double-stranded DNA were 0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 AU at 260 nm.
Quad-stranded DNA also was run at 28000, 35000 and 45000 rpm. Quad-stranded DNA
was run at four concentrations: 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1 AU. All equilibrium data were
collected at 260 nm at 30-minute intervals.
S ed im en tation equilibrium data w a s an alyzed w ith WinMATCH, WinREEDIT, and
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WinNONLlN, cou rtesy o f D a v id Y phantis (L aue el al., 1992). First, data w a s exam in ed
w ith WinMATCH, to determ ine i f equilibrium had b een reached. S econ d , data w as
trim m ed and ed ited w ith WinREEDlT. E dited file s w ere an alyzed w ith W inNONLlN,
v ersion 1.06, and crw as determ ined. A fter ind ividu al fits w ere com p leted , th e data sets
w ere g lo b a lly fit across all three con centration and all three rotor sp eed s. T h is g lo b a lly fit

a is

reported for each D N A sp ecies, w ith th e error that is g iv en b y W inNONLlN. Fits

w ere d one w ith B, the seco n d virial c o e fficien t, fix e d at zero, and again to fit for B. T he
v alu es for B ( i f ap plicab le) alon g w ith the error for each fit are reported w ith the global
fits.

2.4 Membrane-Confined Analytical Electrophoresis
Membrane-confine electrophoresis (MCE) is a method and instrumentation
developed to measure the effective valence, z*, o f a macromolecule in solution.
2.4.1 Instrumentation
MCE instrumentation has been developed over the past 18 years by Professor
Thomas Laue and co-workers and is described in detail elsewhere (Ridgeway, et al.,
1998; Durant et al., 2002; Moody & Shepard, 2004). Briefly, a dilute sample solution is
confined in the light path o f a fused-silica cuvette with semi-permeable cellulose
membranes on both ends. The membranes are chosen so that the central macro-ion is
confined while the salt ions and bulk solvent are free to pass through. The cuvette is held
within a housing that connects it to a temperature-controlled buffer supply (see Figure 2.3
for a diagram o f the instrument). Peristaltic pumps control the flow o f buffer. An
electric field is applied in the direction o f gravity and the sample is allowed to undergo
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electrophoresis until steady-state is achieved. That is, the flux due to the diffusion o f the
macromolecule is exactly equal to and opposite to its electrophoretic flux at all positions
within the cuvette (Figure 2.4). It is important to note that this is a steady-state situation,
and not equilibrium. The membranes that enclose the macro-ion allow a flow o f bulk
solvent, which prevents equilibrium from being reached, and also complicates matters a
bit (Moody and Shepard, 2004). The approach to steady-state is monitored by collecting
absorbance data and analyzing it data with the software application WinMATCHE
(Courtesy o f David Yphantis).
The concentration distribution formed in the cuvette from the applied electric
field is monitored spectrophotometrically at an appropriate wavelength (260 nm for
nucleic acids). At steady-state, the concentration gradient that has formed can be
mathematically described by the equation:
_
_ a(x-x\-2 M B c
C — Qo€

(Equation 2.2)

where c denotes the macro-ion concentration (absorbance units are used here), cr is the
reduced molecular valence, x is the position in the cuvette, compared to xo which is the
reference position in the cuvette, determined somewhat arbitrarily by how the editing is
done in WinREEDIT (Moody et al., 2005). B is the apparent second virial coefficient, M
is the molar mass, and c is the concentration o f the macro-ion at point x. The activity o f
the macro-ion, a o at point xo is defined by:
^

&0 — Co6

2 M B c0

(Equation 2.3)

The exponential curvature o f the concentration gradient is determined by fitting the data
using non-linear least-squares approach. The reduced molecular valence o f the
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of MCE Instrument
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Figure 2.3: A diagram o f the Membrane-Confined Elelectrophoresis unit (Courtesy
of Daryl Lyons and Jennifer Durant).
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macromolecule, z* can then be related to the curvature o f the concentration gradient, <xin
the following manner:

kBT

.

z

~ &

g

(Equation 2.4)

where ks denotes the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, e is the
elementary charge and E is the applied electric field (Moody and Shepard, 2004).
Application o f this treatment to the electrophoresis o f nucleic acids makes several
assumptions which are discussed in Chapter 4.

Figure 2.4 Steady-State Electrophoresis
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Figure 2.4: The concentration gradient o f nucleic acid within the cuvette with an
applied electric field has reached steady-state. That is the flux due to electrophoresis,
Je, is equal to the flux due to diffusion, Jo- This graph was taken directly from
WinMATCHE. The x-axis is in cm, and the y-axis is AU 260 (x 10‘2).
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2.4.2 Membrane Preparation
Regenerated cellulose membranes were used to confine nucleic acids within the
sample chamber o f the cuvette, but allow bulk solvent and small ions to pass through.
For single-stranded dT 2o and dA 2o, membranes o f 1000 molecular weight cut off
(MWCO) were used (AmiKa Corp. #A010s). For RNA with or without magnesium,
2000 MWCO were used (AmiKa Corp. #A020s). AmiKa membranes were purchased
pre-cut and ready to use, and stored at 4 °C. For all dsDNA and qsDNA, regenerated
cellulose membranes o f 3500 MWCO were used (Spectra/Por® Biotech RC #133116).
Spectra/Por membranes were cut to size (1 cm), then boiled in distilled, deionized water
prior to use, and stored in sterile tubes at 4 °C.
Tests were done on membranes to ensure that no ions other than the macro-ion o f
interest were building a concentration gradient during electrophoresis (Laue et al., 1998).
The nitrate ion conveniently absorbs at 300 nm. Buffers were made with 100 mM KNO 3
or NaNC>3, and 10 mM Tris, pH 8 to test the existence o f ion gradients. After dialyzing
nitrate buffer, scans were taken at 300 nm without an applied electric field. Then a high
electric field was applied, and the system was allowed to reach steady-state. Scans were
again taken at 300 nm. The original no-field scan was used as the blank, and the highfield scan was used as data (Figure 2.5). The 1000, 2000 and 3500 MWCO membranes
were tested in this manner, and no significant gradient was seen at 300 nm.
2.4.3 Cuvettes
Fused-silica cuvettes were made-to-order to our specifications from Hellma USA,
a company that specializes in optical instrumentation (part number 690.120-QS). The
sample portion o f the cuvette measures 2 mm length by 2 mm width by 4 mm height,
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Figure 2.5 Testing Membranes with Nitrate
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Figure 2.5: 300 nm scan with applied electric field (0.5 V/cm). No gradient is seen
along the 4 mm length o f the cuvette. High absorption above 5.5 mm and below 1.5
mm are due to reflections off the membrane.

Figure 2.6 MCE Cuvette
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Figure 2.6: The yellow area represents the sample portion o f the cuvette. The
grey circles represent the membranes that confine the macro-ions o f interest within
the sample portion o f the cuvette, yet allow molecules smaller than the MWCO to
flow through.
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which holds approximately 16 pi o f sample (Figure 2.6). Prior to use, cuvettes were
thoroughly cleaned in a chromic-sulfuric acid solution overnight (Chromerge, Fisher
Scientific, #C577-12), followed by several rinses with copious amounts o f distilled,
deionized water. The sample region o f the cuvette was then treated with SurfaSil™
siliconizing agent (Pierce # 42855) diluted 1:10 with acetone, to prevent any nucleic
acids from sticking to the sides o f the cuvette. After a final rinse with methanol, cuvettes
were dried with compressed N 2 gas and wrapped in lens paper until use in the MCE.

2.4.4 Data Analysis
Intensity data was collected at 260 nm, and converted to absorbance files using a
“cleared field blank” and a “no light scan”. A “cleared field blank” was obtained by
applying a strong electric field (3 mA) for 10 minutes to the system in the direction o f
gravity. This forced all nucleic acids to migrate downwards towards the anode, leaving
the majority o f the cuvette clear o f absorbing material. A “no light scan” is used to
correct the absorbance calculation for the dark noise o f the photodiode array.
Absorbance files were first analyzed with WinMATCHE to determine when the steadystate had been achieved (Figures 2.7 & 2.8). Files were then edited with WinREEDlT to
remove aberrant data near the boundaries o f the membranes (Figure 2.9). Edited files
were analyzed with WinNONLlN, version 1.06, in an analogous manner to sedimentation
equilibrium data. When data sets for at least four fields were completed, global analysis
was done with WinNONLlN to determine sigma.
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Figure 2.7 Monitoring Approach to Steady-State
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Figure 2.7: Scans were taken once an hour for 14 hours. WinMATCHE can trim the
data and compile it on one graph. After about hour 8 , the scans start overlaying
each other, indicating that there is no change in the data. In other words, at hour 8 ,
the steady-state has been reached. Generally the last hour scan (14th here) is the
scan that is used for further analysis, but any scan after hour 8 may be used.
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Figure 2.8 Change in RMS Over Time
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Figure 2.8: Another way to look at the same data set from Figure 2.7. Here the
data set from the 14th hour scan is used as a reference. Each point in a scan is
compared to the same point on scan 14, and the root mean square is taken (RMS)
The deviation is plotted on the y-axis against time. Notice that the rms deviation
flattens out after hour 8 . This is another indication that the steady-state has been
reached by the 8 th hour. Note, too, that the residual y-value after state-state is an
estimate o f the data’s intrinsic noise level.
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Figure 2.9 Editing Files with WinREEDlT

Editing D a ta Set

1.250

Concentration

1.000

0.750

0.250

0.125

0.250

0.375

0.625

Position (cm)

Figure 2.9: Green data points are kept for analysis while the red data points are
eliminated with WinREEDlT. The edited file is saved and entered into
WinNONLlN for fitting.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

3.1 Single-Stranded DNA
Results are shown for two single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides, dT 2o and dA 2oTable 3.1 summarizes the analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) results for both
oligonucleotides. Figure 3.1 shows the sedimentation velocity results, while Figures 3.2,
3.3 and 3.4 show the sedimentation equilibrium results. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the
MCE data for both single-stranded DNAs, and Tables 3.3 and 3.5 give the global results
o f the non-linear least squares fitting. The valence summary is given in Table 3.9, and
the calculated electrostatic free energy is shown in Table 3.10.
3.1.1 AUC of Single-Stranded DNA
Table 3.1 shows the AUC results for both single-stranded DNAs with both
sedimentation velocity (first column) and sedimentation equilibrium (second column), all
in Buffer KT, pH 8 . The error for each value is given in parentheses (see following
sections and Appendix A for more details on how the fits were done, and how the error
was generated). The results were used to calculate the hydrodynamic radius o f each
macromolecule in the given solution.
Figure 3.1 shows the sedimentation velocity data for both o f the single-stranded
DNAs. In each case, the area under the major peaks represents roughly 90% o f the
material. The peaks that are seen at 0.14 s may be mono- or dinucleotide impurities left
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over from synthesis and purification. These small molecules do not affect electrophoresis
experiments as they are small enough to pass through the pores o f the membranes which
confine the major species.

Table 3.1 ssDNA AUC Results
DNA

MW (Da)

dA 2o

6022

1.43 (± 0.06)

2.16 (+0.24)

dT 2o

6202

1.36 (±0.04)

2.14 (+0.29)

5

(10

13 S )

(cm'2)

O -S E a

Figure 3.1 Sedimentation Velocity of ssDNA Oligomers
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Figure 3.1: Sedimentation Velocity o f the single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides.
The blue filled diamonds (♦) represent the sedimentation o f dT 2o and the red filled
triangles ( A ) represent dA 2o-
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Sedimentation equilibrium experiments were also performed with both o f the
single-stranded DNAs in order to calculate a. Table 3.1 shows these results and the error
associated with each value (see Appendix A for more details). Briefly, six-channel
charcoal-epon centerpieces were used. The sample channels were filled with three
different concentrations o f nucleic acid. The centrifuge was spun at a low speed (20,000
rpm), and absorbance scans were taken every 30 minutes or every hour for at least 18
hours. The program WinMATCH was used to determine when the state o f equilibrium
had been reached. Figure 3.2 shows a representative sedimentation equilibrium
experiment in Buffer KT, in the first channel with the DNA concentration 0.5 AU 260Figure 3.2 Determining Equilibrium with ssDNA in AUC
2.5
Hour 1
Hour 2
Hour 3
v

H our 4
H our 5
H our 6
H our 7

— — H our 8
H our 9
H our 10
H our 11
H our 12
■■>* H our 13
H o u r 14
«

0.5

H o u r 15
H o u r 16
H o u r 17

17.2

17.4

17.6

17.:

18.2

18.4

Position (cm2)

Figure 3.2: Representative plot o f the sedimentation equilibrium o f ssDNA. After
hour 6 the data begin to overlay each other, indicating that equilibrium has been
achieved.
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Another indication that equilibrium has been reached is to plot the root mean
square (rms) o f the fit referenced to the last scan versus time with WinMATCH. Figure
3.3 shows again that the fit has not changed significantly since the sixth hour.
Figure 3.3 Using rms to Determine Equilibrium
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0.12
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15

16

17

18

Time (hour)

Figure 3.3: The root mean square o f the fit versus time using the same data as in the
previous figure. The rms o f each hour’s fit was compared to the rms o f the last hour’s
rms. The change in fit is minimal after six hours. The average rms from hour 6 on is
0.015.

After it was determined that equilibrium had been reached at 20,000 rpm, the
centrifuge was then programmed to take absorbance scans once an hour for 12 hours at
40,000 rpm and then 60,000 rpm with each single-stranded DNA. Figure 3.4 represents
what all three channels look like at one speed. The values that are reported in Table 3.1
are global fits across all three concentrations and all three rotor speeds. The global values
were then used for calculation o f the Stokes radius (see Appendix A).
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Figure 3.4 Sedimentation Equilibrium of ssDNA
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6.6

6.4

7

7.2

Position (cm2)

Figure 3.4: Another look at the data from Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Data points between
rotor holes were edited out with WinREEDlT. Before analysis, points above 1.0 AU
260 were also edited out with the same program.

3.1.2 Single-Stranded Oligomers in MCE
Results from membrane-confined electrophoresis o f each ssDNA in four applied
electric fields are shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Individual fits with WinNONLlN are
shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The global fit listed at the bottom o f each table is the value
used for valence calculations. The global value o f a is referenced to the lowest field.
The second virial coefficient, B, was fit for, but made no appreciable difference so was
not included in individual or global fits.
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Figure 3.5 Steady-State Electrophoresis of dT2o
0.35
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-
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4.1
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5.1
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Figure 3.5: Blue diamond (♦) is the steady-state electrophoresis o f dT 2o in an electric
field o f 0.08 V/cm; Red square (■) is 0.12 V/cm; Black triangle (A ) is 0.16 V/cm;
Green circle ( • ) is 0.20 V/cm.

Table 3.2 WinNONLlN Fits of dT 2o
a (c m 1)

rms

E (V/cm)

current (pA)

0.08

36.00

14.11

(± 0 .3 1 )

3.6 x 10'4

0.12

54.05

22.09

(± 0 .4 4 )

3.5 x 10'4

0.16

72.05

28.13

(± 0 .3 2 )

4.3 x 10'4

0.20

90.05

35.53

(± 1 .1 4 )

3.5 x 10‘4

Global

13.29

(± 0 .1 6 )

4.4 x lO"4

* The global value o f o is referenced to the lowest field here and throughout
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Figure 3.6 Steady-State Electrophoresis of dA2 o
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Figure 3.6: Blue diamond (♦) is the steady-state electrophoresis o f dA 2o in an electric
field o f 0.08 Y/cm; Red square (■) is 0.12 V/cm; Black triangle (A ) is 0.16 V/cm;
Green circle ( • ) is 0.20 V/cm.

Table 3.3 WinNONLlN Fits of dA 2 o
cy (cm"1)

rms

E (V/cm)

current (pA)

0.08

36.6

10.81

( ± 0 .6 0 )

1.5 x 10"3

0.12

54.8

20.89

( ± 0 .7 4 )

3.5 x 10"4

0.16

73.1

28.23

( ± 0 .7 3 )

4.3 x 10"4

0.20

91.4

38.85

( ± 1 .7 6 )

3.5 x 10"4

Global

13.21

( ± 0 .6 0 )

2.7 x 10"3
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3.1.3 Diagnostics for ssDNA MCE Results
Measuring a over a range o f electric fields provides more useful information
(Laue, et al., 1999). Linearly plotting a versus the electric field gives a slope o f o/E
(Figure 3.7). This can be substituted into Equation 2.4:
'c r Y k 'T '

and z*, the effective valence, becomes the only unknown. In section 3.4, the results o f
calculating z* by this method are shown for all DNA oligomers.
Figure 3.7 Diagnostic I: a versus E for ssDNA

E (V/cm)

Figure 3.7: Blue filled diamonds (♦) represent dT 2o, while red squares (■) represent
dA 2o.
Plotting a versus E can also be useful as a diagnostic tool. One assumption is that
the flow in and out of the cell is completely due to the applied electric field. If this
assumption holds, then the linear fit o f a versus E should pass through the origin. Any
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deviation from the origin indicates there is an unaccounted for solvent flow that is fieldindependent (Laue et al., 1996; Wooll, 1996). In the case o f dT 2o, the blue diamonds on
Figure 3.7, the extrapolated fit, weighted with the errors, goes through the origin (yintercept = 0.24 ± 0.66). However, the linear fit for dA 2o, the red squares on Figure 3.7,
does not (y-intercept = -7.1 ± 1.3), indicating some field dependency. The linear
regression was done with Origin version 6.1, OriginLab Corporation, North Hampton,
MA.

Figure 3.8 Diagnostic II: o/E versus E for ssDNA

E(V/cm)

Figure 3.8: Blue filled diamonds (♦) represent dT 2o, while red squares (■) represent
dA 2o. Some field dependence is seen with dA 2o data.
Another useful diagnostic tool is plotting o/E versus the electric field (Figure 3.8).
The applied electric field should not have any influence on o/E, and a perfect set o f data
would yield a straight horizontal line (constant y value). Significant systematic deviation
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from this indicates field dependence in the data. Both sets o f ssDNA data are considered
relatively straight and therefore show no significant field dependence.

3.2 Double-stranded DNA
Results are shown for the d(A-T)2o double-stranded DNA oligonucleotide. Table
3.4 shows the sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium results. Tables 3.5
and 3.6 show the global results with MCE. Valence calculation results are shown in
Table 3.9, and the electrostatic free energy in Table 3.10.
3.2.1 AUC of dsDNA
Sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium experiments were
performed on the double-stranded d(A-T) 2o in Buffer KT. Table 3.4 shows the globallyfitted results. Experiments were done in Buffer KT, using three concentrations o f DNA
(courtesy o f Susan Chase). Sedimentation velocity results are shown in Figure 3.9 (0.5
OD 26o)- These data show that there is approximately 15% ssDNA in the samples.
Sedimentation equilibrium (data not shown) result is a global fit across three rotor speeds
with three concentrations o f dsDNA. The results in Table 3.4 were used to calculate the
Stokes radius (Appendix A).

Table 3.4 dsDNA AUC Results
DNA

M W (Da)

s (x lO 13 s)

d(A-T )20

12224

2.37

1.890

± 0.04

± 0.16

CTsEa

(c m 1)
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Figure 3.9 Sedimentation Velocity of dsDNA
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Figure 3.9: Sedimentation Velocity o f dsDNA, 0.5 OD 260, at 60,000 rpm. The major
peak at 2.4S represents dsDNA (-85% ) while the small peak at 1.5S is ssDNA.

3.2.2 Double-stranded DNA in MCE
Figure 3.10 shows the steady-state electrophoresis o f the double-stranded DNA
d(A-T)2o in Buffer KT in four field strengths. Steady-state electrophoresis o f the dsDNA
was also done in a series o f other buffers o f equal conductivity. The buffer is 10 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8 with a salt concentration to match the conductivity o f the Buffer KT
(roughly 100 mM). Details about the preparation o f buffers can be found in Chapter 2,
Materials and Methods.
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Figure 3.10 Steady-State Electrophoresis of dsDNA
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Figure 3.10: SSE o f d(A-T)2o in Buffer KT. Blue diamond (♦) is the steady-state
electrophoresis o f dsDNA in an electric field o f 0.04 V/cm; Red square (■) is 0.08
V/cm; Black triangle (A) is 0.12 Y/cm; Green circle ( • ) is 0.16 V/cm.

Table 3.5 WinNONLlN Fits for a (c m 1) of d(A-T) 2 o
E (V/cm)

KC1

N aCl

NaNOa

kno3

0.04

9.60

9.93

9.33

10.02

±0.17

± 0 .1 7

± 0 .1 3

± 0 .1 6

21.23

21.29

20.51

20.85

±0.27

±0.17

±0.14

± 0 .0 9

33.39

31.48

30.68

31.99

±0.58

± 0 .3 1

± 0.22

±0.19

43.38

41.21

39.65

40.88

±0.66

±0.38

± 0..50

± 0 .3 1

0.08
0.12

0.16
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5.5

Table 3.6 Global WinNONLIN Fit of d(A-T)2 o in Buffer KT
a

Aa

B

AB

rms

9.12

0.25

-0.1128

0.04

2.33 x 10'3

3.2.3 Diagnostics for dsDNA MCE Results
As before, linear regression was done with Origin 6.1 on the dsDNA data to
determine if any field-independent solvent flow could be detected. In Figure 3.10, cr
versus the electric field was plotted and extrapolated to the x- and y-axis for dsDNA in
four different buffers (see Table 2.2) and four electric fields. The fits were weighted with
the error on a. None o f the data sets were found to be significantly off the origin,
indicating that there was no appreciable net flow through the cuvette other than that
created by the applied electric field.
Figure 3.11 Diagnostic I: a versus E for dsDNA in 4 Buffers

E (V/cm)

Figure 3.11: Blue diamonds (♦) represents a for dsDNA in Buffer KT; Red squares
(■) are Buffer NaCl; Black triangles (A) are Buffer NaN 0 3 ; Green circles ( • ) are
Buffer K N O 3 . All buffers include 10 mM Tris, pH 8.
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Figure 3.12 Diagnostic II: o/E versus E for dsDNA in 4 Buffers

w

0.04

0.08

0.12

0.16

0.2

E (V/cm)

F ig u re 3.12: Blue filled diamonds (♦) represent Buffer KT; Red squares (■) represent
Buffer NaCl; Black triangles (A ) represent Buffer NaN 0 3 ; Green circles ( • ) represent
Buffer K N O 3 . All buffers include 10 mM Tris, pH 8. See Table 2.2 for specific buffer
details.

3.3 Q u a d r u p le x D N A

Results are shown for the quadruplex DNA. Analytical centrifugation globally
fitted data are shown in Table 3.7. Global MCE results are shown in Table 3.8. Valence
calculation results are shown in Table 3.9, and the electrostatic free energy in Table 3.10.
3.3.1 A U C o f q sD N A

Sedimentation velocity and sedimentation equilibrium experiments were per
formed on the quadruplex DNA. Table 3.7 shows the globally-fitted results. Experi
ments were done in Buffer KT, using three concentrations o f DNA (courtesy o f Susan
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Chase). Sedimentation velocity results are shown in Figure 3.13 (0.5 OD 26o)- The results
show that there was a small amount o f contamination in the qsDNA sample (small peaks
at 1.3S and 2.8S). Sedimentation equilibrium (data not shown) result is a global fit across
three rotor speeds with three concentrations o f dsDNA. The results in Table 3.7 were
used to calculate the Stokes radius (Appendix A).
Figure 3.13 Sedimentation Velocity of qsDNA
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Figure 3.13 Sedimentation velocity o f qsDNA, 0.5 OD 260, at 60,000 rpm.

Table 3.7 qsDNA AUC Results
DNA

MW (Da)

qsDNA

30928

5

(1 0 13s)

u seq (cm 2)

4.08

4.69

±0.02

± 0 .2 7
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6.0

3.3.2 Quadruplex DNA in MCE
Figure 3.14 shows the steady-state electrophoresis of the quadruplex DNA in
Buffer KT in three electric field strengths. The non-linear least squares global fit is
shown in Table 3.8
Figure 3.14 Steady-State Electrophoresis of qsDNA
0.6

0.5

0.2

4.5

2.5

Position (mm)

Figure 3.14: Blue diamond (♦) is the steady-state electrophoresis o f quadruplex DNA
in an electric field o f 0.03 V/cm; Red square (■) is 0.06 V/cm; Black triangle (A ) is
0.12 V/cm.
Table 3.8 WinNONLlN Fits of qsDNA
E (V/cm)

current (pA)

a (c m 1)

B

rms

0.03

15

13.3 (± 0 .8)

0.85 (± 0 .01)

1.04 x 103

0.06

27

19.7 (± 1.2)

0.49 (± 0 . 11)

1.79 x 103

0.10

51

40.5

0.73

( ± 0 .2 5 )

1.77 x 103

Global

11.23

0.59

( ± 0 .0 9 )

1.83 x 103

( ± 2 .3 )
( ± 0 .5 )
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3.3.3 Diagnostics for Quadruplex DNA MCE Results
As before, linear regression was done with Origin 6.1 on the qsDNA data to
determine if any field-independent solvent flow could be detected. In Figure 3.15, a
versus the electric field was plotted and extrapolated to the x- and y-axis for qsDNA in
Buffer KT and three electric fields. The fits were weighted with the error on a. The yintercept = 2.09 ± 1.5, indicating that there may be a very small unaccounted for flow.

Figure 3.15 Diagnostic I: o versus E for qsDNA
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Figure 3.15: The y-intercept is slightly off the origin, indicating there may be some
flow in the system independent o f the applied electric field.
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Figure 3.16 Diagnostic II: o/E versus E for qsDNA

250 -

E (V/cm)

F ig u re 3.16: The difference in ct/E when weighted with error is small. No significant

field dependence is detected.

3.4

V a le n ce C a lc u la tio n o f D N A O lig o m e rs

The effective valence, z*, o f the DNA oligomers was calculated with:
z* =

' o - Y kBT '

(Equation 3.1)

The effective valence was then substituted into the Debye-Htickel-Henry Model to solve
for the valence,

zdhh

z

l dhh

,

o f each DNA oligomer:

= lz *

l + /cn&

(Equation 3.2)

f{KDb)
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(Moody et al., 2005). Table 3.9 shows the result o f these calculations. Standard error
propagation was used to determine

A

z

DHh -

The sequence valence, zseq was provided by

the manufacturer. The single-stranded oligomers do not have a phosphate on the 5’
carbon; hence the zseq is one less than the length o f the oligomer. The double- and quad
stranded DNA oligomers were synthesized by a different company, and do have a 5’
phosphate group.
T a b le 3.9 D N A V a le n c e S u m m a ry

DNA

ZSEO

z*

ZDHH

dA 2o

-19

-4.12 (±0.17)

-11.01 (±0.54)

dT 2o

-19

-4.19 (±0.05)

-11.30 (±0.40)

d(A-T )20

-40

-5.65 (±0.19)

-17.86 (± 1.03)

qsDNA

-96

-8.81 (±0.39)

-33.83 (±2.08)

3.5 C a lc u la tio n o f E le c tro s ta tic F r e e E n e r g y f o r D N A O lig o m e rs

The work required to “charge up” a DNA oligomer is significant. This can be
determined by calculating the free energy. The electrostatic contribution to the free
energy,

G

el

was calculated by the following equation:

G el =

( z e f N A f 1 + k d (Rsum - R dna )"
Rns 0sR Dn a v

1

+ {K D R

su,n

(Equation 3.3)

)

where e is the elementary charge, N a is Avogadro’s number, s 0 is the permittivity o f a
vacuum, and s is the dielectric constant o f water (Tanford, 1961; Moody et al., 2005).
R

dna

is the Stokes radius o f each DNA oligomer, and Rsum is the Stokes radius o f the

counter-ion, K+, plus that o f the DNA (see Appendix A), kd is the inverse Debye length
for the buffer (see Appendix B). Table 3.10 lists the results o f this calculation for each
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DNA oligomer. The calculation was done using the Debye-Huckel-Henry valence
(G dhh)

and the sequence valence o f the DNA oligomers

( G s e q ).

Table 3.10 DNA Electrostatic Free Energy
DNA

G dhh (kJ/mol)

G Seo (kJ/mol)

dA 2o

26.3 (±0.3)

78.2 (±5.5)

dT 2o

27.4 (± 0 .2)

77.5 (±6.9)

d(A-T )20

44.5 (± 0 .8)

223.4 (±26.5)

qsDNA

95.6 (± 2 .2)

769.8 (±79.2)

3.6 Ribosomal RNA
The same series o f experiments were completed using a 58mer RNA oligomer
from the E. coli ribosome. Initially, the 58mer was produced by in vitro transcription
(Figure 3.19). Unfortunately, this method did not produce reasonable amounts o f
purified rRNA for the intended experiments. Chemically synthesized rRNA was
purchased and used for the majority o f the experiments.
The 58-nucleotide long piece o f rRNA has been shown to fold into a stable
tertiary functional form in the presence o f low concentrations o f magnesium ions (Conn
et al., 1999; Shiman and Draper, 2000). All experiments were done in 93 mM KC1 and
10 mM Tris, pH 8 , without any added magnesium (KT), or in 2 mM (KTM 2) and 5 mM
magnesium (KTM 5). Analytical ultracentrifugation results are shown in Table 3.11.
MCE results are summarized in Tables 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14, for rRNA in buffers KT,
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KTM 2, and KTM 5, respectively. The global results were used to calculate the effective
valence, z* and the Debye-Huckel-Henry valence, zdhh (Table 3.15). The electrostatic
contribution to the free energy is shown in Table 3.16
3.6.1 AUC of Ribosomal RNA
Sedimentation velocity was performed with the rRNA in Buffers KT, KTM 2, and
KTM 5, at 60,000 rpm. The concentration o f rRNA was 0.125, 0.25 and 0.5 OD 260- The
resulting data were fit for the sedimentation coefficient with SEDFIT. Figure 3.17 shows
the 0.5 OD 260 concentration velocity data. All sedimentation profiles show a major peak
near 3.5 S, which represent the bulk o f the 58mer (between 70 and 80 %). However,
there are two other peaks present in all o f the traces: a shoulder leading into the major
peak at 2.0 S, and a small peak around 1.0 S. These could represent degraded RNA
products, or alternately folded versions o f the 58mer.
The sedimentation coefficients o f each concentration were within error o f one
another, so instead o f extrapolating to infinite dilution, a simple average was taken (Table
3.11). These results were used to calculate the Stokes radius o f the rRNA in each buffer
(See Appendix A).
3.6.2 MCE Tests with Synthetic RNA
A single-stranded 60-base long synthetic RNA was kindly donated by Professor
Clyde Denis (see Chapter 2 Materials and Methods). This oligomer was used to test the
MCE since no one previously had used RNA with the instrument. The tests were
successful and the protocols were worked out with this synthetic RNA in preparation for
use with a biologically important RNA, the ribosomal RNA 58mer. No further
experimentation was completed with this RNA oligomer.
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Figure 3.17 Sedimentation Velocity of rRNA
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Figure 3.17: Blue diamonds (♦) represent the sedimentation o f rRNA in Buffer KT;
Red Squares (■) are rRNA in Buffer KTM 2; Black triangles (A ) are rRNA in Buffer
KTM 5. All Buffers include 10 mM Tris, pH 8 .

Table 3.11 Sedimentation Velocity of rRNA

Buffer

Sedimentation Coefficient

KT

3.32 (± 0.06) x 1O' 13 sec

k tm 2

3.41 (± 0.07) x 10 ' 13 sec

k tm 5

3.60 (± 0.07) x 10-13 sec
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Figure 3.18 Synthetic RNA MCE Tests
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Figure 3.18: The synthetic RNA 60mer was run in the MCE at four applied electric
fields in Buffer KT, pH 8 . Blue diamond (♦) E = 0.04 V/cm; Red square (■) E = 0.08
V/cm; Black triangle ( A ) E = 0.12 V/cm; Green circle ( • ) E = 0.16 V/cm.

3.6.3 Production of rRNA 58mer
Run-off in vitro transcription reactions were completed in 3 to 5 hours at 37°C.
The results were verified on a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) (Figure 3.19). The two thick bands at the bottom o f the gel represent the 58mer
and the 43 nucleotide hammerhead ribozyme cleavage by-product. The remaining
reaction products were separated on a 20% PAGE. The band representing the 58mer was
cut out o f the gel and purified. However, during the purification process, too much
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product was lost. With the appropriate tools this procedure for synthesizing RNA is the
preferred method, but due to certain constraints, it was abandoned for chemically
synthesized material.

Figure 3.19 In Vitro Transcription Results

}. linearized plasm id DNA

<-

rR N A . 58m er

<- ftbozym e 4 3 m s

Figure 3.19: 5 pi o f transcription product was taken at 3 hr (Lane A) and 5 hr (Lane
B). Product was mixed with an equal amount o f Gel Loading Buffer II (Ambion
#8546G) and heated for 5 minutes at 65 °C before loading onto the gel. Bromophenol
Blue (not visible) was used as a marker. After electrophoresis, the gel was soaked in
IX TBE buffer, with 0.5 pl/ml ethidium bromide added.
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3.6.4 Ribosomal RNA in MCE

Figure 3.20 MCE of rRNA in Buffer KT
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Figure 3.20: Blue diamond (♦) is the steady-state electrophoresis o f rRNA 58mer
in an electric field of 0.04 V/cm; Red square (■) is 0.08 V/cm; Black triangle (A ) is
0.12 V/cm; Green circle ( • ) is 0.16 V/cm.

Table 3.12 WinNONLlN Fits of rRNA in Buffer KT
E (V/cm)

current (pA)

a (c m 1)

rms

0.04

18.18

9.415 (±0.09)

1.30 x 10 ‘3

0.08

36.30

14.922 (±0.26)

2.44 x 10 '3

0.12

54.45

21.383 (±0.45)

1.65 x 1O’3

0.16

72.70

31.333 (±0.90)

3.10 x 10‘3

Global

8.034 (±0.30)

6.24 x 1O’3
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Figure 3.21 MCE of rRNA in Buffer KTM 2
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Figure 3.21: Blue diamond (♦) is the steady-state electrophoresis o f rRNA 58mer
in an electric field o f 0.04 V/cm; Red square (■) is 0.08 V/cm; Black triangle (A) is
0.12 V/cm; Green circle ( • ) is 0.16 V/cm.

Table 3.13 WinNONLlN Fits of rRNA in Buffer KTM2
E (V/cm)

current (pA)

0.04

18.70

7.88 (±0.29)

4.08 x 10'3

0.08

37.35

16.81 (±0.40)

3.01 x 10'3

0.12

56.05

22.64 (± 0.21)

2.77 x 10 '3

0.16

74.75

28.10 (± 0.66)

2.47 x 1O'3

Global

7.61 (±0.15)

4.94 x 1O'3

0

(cm'1)

rms
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Figure 3.24 MCE of rRNA in Buffer KTMS
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Figure 3.24: Blue diamond (♦) is the steady-state electrophoresis o f rRNA 58mer
in an electric field of 0.04 V/cm; Red square (■) is 0.08 V/cm; Black triangle ( A ) is
0.12 V/cm.

Table 3.14 WinNONLlN Fits of rRNA in Buffer KTMS
E (V/cm)

current (pA)

a (cm'1)

rms

0.04

19.4

6.031 (±0.14)

7.76 x 1O'4

0.08

38.7

14.12 (±0.35)

2.57 x 1O'3

0.12

58.1

32.31 (±1.92)

1.32 x 1O'3

Global

7.356 (±0.23)

3.08 x 1O'3
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3.6.5 Diagnostics for rRNA 58mer
The global sigma for the rRNA in each buffer was plotted versus the electric field
strength to indicate if there is any extraneous flow in the MCE cell other than the flow o f
the electric field. Each set o f data in Figure 3.23 is slightly off the origin, indicating that
there is a small flow that is unaccounted for in the cell.

Figure 3.23 Diagnostic I: o versus E for rRNA
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Figure 3.23: Blue diamonds (♦) represent the global a o f rRNA 58mer in Buffer KT,
pH 8 ; Red squares (■) are in Buffer K T M 2 ; Black triangles (▲) are Buffer K T M 5 .
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Figure 3.24 Diagnostic II: rr/E versus E for rRNA

300 -

E (V/cm)

Figure 3.24: Blue diamonds (♦) represent rRNA in Buffer KT; Red squares represent
rRNA in Buffer KTM 2; Black Triangles represent rRNA in Buffer KTM 5.

3.7 Valence Calculation of Ribosomal RNA
The effective valence, z*, and the valence,

z Dh h ,

o f the rRNA 58mer was

calculated as before (see section 3.4). Results are shown in Table 3.15.
Table 3.15 Valence Summary for rRNA
Buffer

z*

ZQHH

KT

-5.07 (±0.10)

-16.83 (±0.40)

k tm 2

-4.81 (±0.09)

-15.99 (±0.37)

k tm 5

-4.59 (±0.10)

-15.08 (±0.39)
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3.8 Calculation of Electrostatic Free Energy for rRNA 58mer
The electrostatic free energy was calculated as before (Section 3.5) with equation
3.1. Table 3.16 shows the result o f these calculations for rRNA in three concentrations of
magnesium ions.

G dhh

the DHH valence, and

is the electrostatic contribution to the total energy calculated with

G seq

is that calculated with the sequence valence.

Table 3.16 Electrostatic Free Energy for rRNA
Buffer

G dhh (kJ/mol)

G Se o

(kJ/mol)

KT

34.0

( ± 0 .4 )

404

(±13)

k tm 2

31.7

( ± 0 .3 )

417

(±14)

k tm 5

30.4

( ± 0 .4 )

449

(±16)
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CHAPTER 4

DISCUSSION

4.1 Comparison of Models for dsDNA Oligomer
The first objective o f this dissertation is to determine the valence o f a small,
twenty base-pair long double-stranded DNA oligomer, d(A-T)2o with the Debye-HuckelHenry theory, and compare that value to those calculated with Counter-ion Condensation
theory and Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations. The comparison allows for
accuracy determination.
4.1.1 Counter-ion Condensation Theory
The valence o f a nucleic acid oligomer can be predicted using the Counter-ion
Condensation Theory (Manning, 1969; Manning, 1978; Record et al., 1978). This theory
simplifies a flexible polyelectrolyte chain, such as DNA, to a continuous, infinitely long,
line charge (Figure 4.1). This assumption holds as long as the inverse Debye length is
less than the persistence length o f the double-stranded DNA (see Appendix B). The
charges along the chain are evenly spaced, with an average o f 0.40 nm between charges
for single-stranded DNA and 0.17 nm for double-stranded DNA oligomers in the B-form.
The ions that surround the nucleic acid are divided into four categories: (1) specifically
site-bound counter-ions; (2 ) territorially bound counter-ions that remain near the line
charge, but are translationally mobile (inside inner cylinder in Figure 4.1); (3) diffuse
Debye-Huckel counter- and co-ions (outer cylinder); and (4) the counter- and co-ions of
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the bulk solvent.
The linear charge density o f DNA, /?, in this model is quite large:
P =—
b

(Equation 4.1)

where e is the elementary charge and b is the distance between charges (see above). The
charge density gives rise to a charge density parameter,
e2
B = -------SkgTb

(Equation 4.2)

where e is the bulk solvent dielectric constant (78.5), Bq is the Boltzmann constant and T
is the absolute temperature. When the charge density parameter,

is greater than 1,

Figure 4.1 Four Kinds of Ions in Counter-ion Condensation Theory

0

0
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0

0

0

0

©

©
0

Figure 4.1: Four kinds o f ions in Counter-ion Condensation theory: white positive
and negative ions are part o f the diffuse ion atmosphere; gray positive ions are
territorially bound counter-ions; black positive ions are site-bound counter-ions.
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counter-ions will condense onto the central ion and become territorially bound. For
double-stranded DNA, the charge parameter is 4.2, and so a significant amount o f
counter-ion condensation occurs. This shields the charge on the DNA and thus reduces
its effective valence.
The amount the effective valence is reduced, 6, can be estimated by:
0 = 1— —
NS,

(Equation 4.3)

where N is the valence o f the condensed counter-ion (Manning, 1969). The counter-ion
used in this work is the potassium ion and therefore N = 1. Substituting this into
Equation 4.3, 0 - 0.76, for double-stranded DNA. This result indicates that for every -1
charge on the DNA oligomer, 76 % o f it is shielded by counter-ions, reducing the valence
to -0.24 per phosphate.
From 0, the counter-ion association parameter, 'F, can be calculated:
'F = 0 +

(Equation 4.4)

This parameter includes contributions from both territorial (condensed) ions and diffuse
ions. For double-stranded DNA the counter-ion association parameter is 0.88. Flowever,
modifications have been made to the Counter-ion Condensation theory to account for the
fact that an actual DNA oligomer does not have infinite length (Record and Lohman,
1978). For a “short” double-stranded DNA oligomer:
= 0.88 - ^

(Equation 4.5)

When N = 40, ¥40 = 0.82. The counter-ion association parameter can then be used to
predict the valence:
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z clc = iV(l - *¥n )

(Equation 4.6)

The valency o f d(A-T)2o using Counter-ion Condensation theory with modifications to
account for length is -7.33.
The simplicity of the Counter-ion Condensation theory has been criticized for
overlooking two important factors that contribute to the electrophoresis o f poly
electrolytes, namely, the electrophoretic effect and the ion relaxation effect (Allison and
Stigter, 2000). Both o f these effects disturb the distribution o f counter- and co-ions in the
ion atmosphere surrounding the central ion and effectively reduce its valence.

Figure 4.2 Electrophoretic Effect

•< —

-

- C l "

Figure 4.2: Opposite sign charges travel against each other in an electric field and
carry along with them solvent.

The electrophoretic effect arises from the fact that there are both positive and
negative charge groups in the solution that is to undergo electrophoresis. The buffered
solutions used in this work are composed mainly o f strong electrolytes, potassium and
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Figure 4.3 Ion Relaxation

Figure 4.3: Ion relaxation: A. In the absence o f an applied field, the counter-ions
are distributed symmetrically around the central ion. B. An externally applied electric
field distorts the symmetry around the central ion.
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chloride ions that have completely dissolved in the solvent. These ions interact with the
solvent via short-range ion-dipole interactions. When an external electric field is applied,
the positive potassium ions migrate towards the cathode and drag along with them
solvated solvent molecules (Figure 4.2). Simultaneously, the negative chloride ions
migrate in the opposite direction, toward the anode. Each ion imparts a viscous drag on
the other, and therefore the mobility o f both is reduced. Mobility, /*, and valence are
related by:
Z€

H = ----------------------------------------6 7TTjRs
so a reduction in mobility also reduces the valence (Huckel, 1924). When a relatively
large polyelectrolyte, such as a DNA oligomer, is added to the solution in the applied
field, this effect is compounded (Stellwagen and Stellwagen, 2003).
The ion relaxation effect, also referred to as the asymmetric effect, is another
problem that arises from the application o f an external electric field to a polyelectrolyte
solution. In the absence o f an electric field, counter-ions will arrange around the central
ion in a more or less symmetric fashion (Figure 4.3 A). The application o f an electric
field causes the central ion to move and distorts this symmetry (Figure 4.3B). There is a
build-up o f counter-ions ahead o f the central-ion and a dearth behind it. The build-up of
counter-ions ahead o f the central ion, to the right in Figure 4.3B, imposes a viscous drag
on the central-ion, thus reducing its mobility and effective valence (Laidler et al., 2003).
Both the electrophoretic effect and the ion relaxation effect retard the mobility o f
the central-ion. Any model that does not account for these effects will overestimate the
mobility and valence o f the central-ion. Models that account for both o f these effects
include Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations and the Debye-Fluckel-Henry model.
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(Equa

Each of these will be considered next.

4.1.2 Grand Canonical Monte Carlo Simulations
Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations have been done to predict the
valence o f DNA oligonucleotides in similar salt conditions (Olmsted et al., 1989; 1991;
1995). In these simulations, the number o f particles and the total energy o f the ensemble
are not fixed; both are allowed to exchange with a large reservoir. The radius o f the DNA
oligomer cylinder is 1.0 nm. The negative charges representing the phosphate groups are
spaced 0.17 nm apart along the length o f the cylinder; with the end-most charge at least
0.3 nm from the terminal. The total number o f phosphate groups is 8 < N > 100. The
solvent is continuous with a dielectric constant o f pure water at 25 °C (78.7). The salt
concentration is 2 mM KC1. This is low due to computational limitations at the time the
simulations were done. However, both Counter-ion Condensation theory and GCMC
simulations predict the valence will be nearly independent o f the salt conditions (Record
and Lohman, 1978; Olmsted et al., 1989).
The GCMC simulations predict the preferential interaction coefficient, T,v, rather
than the ion association parameter, TV that is predicted with Counter-ion Condensation
theory. The preferential interaction coefficient is a thermodynamic term representing the
non-ideality that comes from a large central poly-ion interacting with small salt ions
(Anderson and Record, 1993). T,\? and TV can be related by the following:
TV = 1 + 2 T,v

(Equation 4.8)

TV can then be used to calculate the valence:
ZGCM C

= N (1 - TV)

(Equation 4.9)

When N = 40, as with the dsDNA used in this work, T ^ = 0.205, and therefore TV) =
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0.59. Substituting into Equation 4.9, the valence o f the d(A-T)2o from GCMC simulation
data is -16.37 (± 0.76). See Appendix D for details o f T,v and 'Ey calculations.
4.1.3 The Debye-Hiickel-Henry Theory
In 1923 Peter Debye and Erich Htickel published a seminal paper describing
electrolyte solutions (Debye and Huckel, 1923a). For the first time it was possible to
rigorously calculate the electric potential any distance from an arbitrarily chosen central
ion in a dilute electrolyte solution. The Debye-Huckel theory makes several
idealizations: the central ion is singled out as a discrete point charge; all non-Coulombic
ion-ion and ion-solvent interactions are neglected; and the solvent is treated as a
continuous dielectric medium.
Several adjustments have been made to the Debye-Huckel theory to account for
some o f the short-range non-Coulombic forces present. Henry’s contribution to the
theory was adding a term that accounts for the electrophoretic effect (Henry, 1931):

z dhh

= 2 * ~7TT:

(Equation 4.10)

/(*£)

The electrophoretic effect includes short-range solute-solvent interactions. Also, the
radius was changed from a point charge to a cylindrical radius. See Appendix C for
details on the calculation o f Henry’s function.
Debye and Huckel originally defined the size o f the central ion as a point charge.
This is clearly not the case with biological macromolecules, or even with solvated salt
ions. One could argue that the minimal size would be that measured in crystal structures.
Conversely, the maximum size would be the completely solvated radius. This assumes
the ions have an incompressible hard shell and introduces additional ambiguity in
defining “completely solvated”.
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In this work the Stokes radius has replaced the radius term in the DHH equation
(b = the sum o f the Stokes radii o f the macromolecule and its counter-ion). The use o f
the Stokes radius can be justified because it includes the central ion and the solvation
layer around it. An important advantage o f using the Stokes radius is that it is easily
measured with techniques such as analytical ultracentrifugation or dynamic light
scattering. See Appendix A for details on the calculation o f the Stokes radii using
analytical ultracentrifugation.
The DHH valence o f d(A-T)2o was determined to be -17.86 (± 1.03). This value
is within 10 % error o f that calculated by GCMC simulations. This result is used as
evidence that the DHH method is valid for accurate valence estimates o f short
oligonucleotides.
4.1.4 Summary
The valence o f a short DNA oligomer, d(A-T) 2o was calculated by three methods:
Counter-ion Condensation theory (CIC), Grand Canonical Monte Carlo simulations
(GCMC) and the Debye-Huckel-Henry theory (DHH). A summary o f the results is
given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Valence Summary (z)

d(A-T)20

CIC

GCMC

DHH

-7.33

-16.37 (± 0.76)

-17.86 (± 1.03)

The valence calculated with Counter-ion Condensation theory is much lower than
others. This is probably due to end effects not appropriately being accounted for with the
theory (Olmsted et al., 1991; Zhang et al., 1999). The DNA oligomers used in this work
are small and the end effects should significantly contribute to the valence. The GCMC
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simulation explicitly includes end effects and therefore is the most reliable valence
prediction.
Manning’s original theory has been updated to include electrophoretic effects and
asymmetry (Manning, 1981). Also there are other modifications: Manning Oosawa
Counter-ion Condensation (Mohanty et al., 1996) and screened-Oseen, counterion
condensation formalism (SOCC) (Allison and Stigter, 2000). However these changes
offer little in reconciling Counter-ion Condensation theory with GCMC simulations and
our experimental results. Other methods could be used to predict the valence o f nucleic
acids such as the Boundary Element method (Allison and Mazur, 1998) and Non-linear
Poisson Boltzmann calculations (Bloomfield and Rouzina, 1998). However these
methods are computationally expensive and counter to our goal o f experimentally and
hydrodynamically measuring valences.
The valence calculation o f the dsDNA using the Debye-Hiickel-Henry model
described in this work agrees with valence calculation done with Grand Canonical Monte
Carlo simulations incredibly well. This is a good indication that the method is useful for
work with a variety o f short, double-stranded DNA oligonucleotides.
4.2 Strandedness and Valence
The second objective o f this dissertation was to determine the valence o f single
stranded DNA oligomers, double-stranded DNA oligomers, and a quadruplex DNA
oligomer. Table 4.2 lists the valence o f each o f the four DNA oligomers calculated with
the Debye-Hiickel-Henry theory. Equation 3.1 was used for this calculation, and the
radius term was the Stokes radius (see Appendix A).
The zdhh/ zseq represents the portion o f the phosphate charge (-1) that is not
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shielded by the ion atmosphere (in other words the fraction o f the charge that is exposed).
This is comparable to 0 from Counter-ion Condensation theory, which estimates 30% o f
single-stranded DNA and 24% o f double-stranded DNA charges are exposed (Bloomfield
et al., 1999). The data here reveal that much more o f the sequence valence is exposed
than predicted. However, as a strand is added to the oligomer, the amount o f exposed
valence increases near to the value that is predicted by Counter-ion Condensation theory.
The discrepancy is probably due to the end effects not being properly accounted for with
such small oligomers.
The electrostatic contribution to the free energy was calculated for each oligomer
using both the zdhh and zseq (Results 3.5, Table 3.10). The difference between these two
values

(A G el)

is listed in Table 4.2.

A G el

represents the amount o f electrostatic energy

charge when counter-ions become bound to the DNA oligomer, in other words, how
much energy is stabilizing the counter-ion binding. The negative sign o f AG indicates
that this is a favorable process. This value only represents the electrostatic energy
contribution. There is also an unfavorable entropy when DNA binds counter-ions, and
enthalpic contributions from ion pair formation and water rearrangement that are not
accounted for.

Table 4.2 Exposed Charge & Electrostatic Energy
DNA

ZSEO

Z DHH

z DHH / ZSEO

A G el (kJ/mol)

dA2o

-19

-11.01 (± 0.54)

0.58 (± 0.03)

-52 (± 5 )

dT 2o

-19

-11.30 (± 0.40)

0.59 (±0.02)

-50 (± 7 )

d(A-T )20

-40

-17.86 (± 1.03)

0.45 (± 0.03)

-179 (± 2 7 )

qsDNA

-96

-33.83 (± 2.08)

0.35 (±0.02)

-674 (± 8 0 )
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In an attempt to rationalize these findings, the data were manipulated to determine
a relationship between the two measured values

zdhh

and Rs (Figure 4.4). The ratio o f

the valence to the Stokes radius increases from single- to double- to quad stranded DNA.
The same general trend can be seen with

z d h h 2/ R s 3 -

However, the ratio o f the valence to

the Stokes radius squared is constant (Table 4.3). The meaning o f this relationship is
unclear.

Figure 4.4 Relationship between

z DHh

and Rs

qsDNA

Figure 4.4:. Absolute values for z d h h were used.
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One possible explanation is that we have determined a limiting value for the
valence to surface area ratio for biomolecules. The valence o f several proteins has been
determined using the Debye-Hiickel-Henry model: RNase A (Moody et al., 2005);
barstar, soybean trypsin inhibitor and green fluorescent protein (Kroe, 2005); RNase Sa,
T4 lysozyme and a-chymotrypsin (Durant, 2003). The zdhh to Rs ratio for each o f these
proteins falls below the established maximum (Figure 4.5). Although there is nothing that
mathematically or chemically specifies nucleic acids in the Debye-Hiickel-Henry
calculations, since nucleic acids have a large charge density compared to other
biomolecules, it makes sense that they represent the maximum value for this ratio. It
should be noted that these are gross measurements including the entire molecule. For
nucleic acids, the charge density is uniform, while for proteins it is not.

Table 4.3 Valence & Stokes Radius Relationship
DNA

Z DHH

R s (nm)

ZDHh /R s2

dAao

-11.01 (±0.54)

1.62 (±0.07)

-4.20 (± 0.42)

dT2o

-11.30 (±0.40)

1.63 (±0.09)

-4.25 (± 0.49)

d(A-T)20

-17.86 (± 1.03)

2.12 (±0.15)

-3.97 (±0.61)

qsDNA

-33.83 (±2.08)

2.86 (±0.17)

-4.14 (±0.55)
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Figure 4.5 Valence to Surface Area Maximum
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Figure 4.5: zdhh/Rs represents a limiting value. Blue triangles represent DNA data
from Table 4.3. Squares are protein data: RNase A, z d h h = 3 . 4 3 , R s = 1.78nm (red);
barstar, z d h h = -6.36, Rs =1.82nm (green); soybean trypsin inhibitor, z d h h = -8.63, Rs
= 2.25 nm (black); green fluorescent protein, z d h h = -5.11, Rs = 2.86 nm (purple);
RNase Sa, z d h h = -1.87, Rs = 1.84nm (pink); T4 lysozyme, z d h h = 2.66, Rs = 2.07nm
(teal); a-chymotrypsin, Z d h h = 3.25, Rs = 2.40 nm (orange)
Absolute values for z d h h were used.

4.3 Valence of Ribosomal RNA
The third objective o f this dissertation was to determine the valence o f a small,
single-stranded portion o f large subunit o f the E. coli ribosome (58mer) in the presence o f
varying magnesium concentrations. This 58mer and many other functional RNA
structures have been shown to fold into compact tertiary forms (Conn et al., 1999;
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Draper, 2004). The folding process brings negatively charged phosphate groups together.
Positively charged cations (counter-ions) mediate the repulsion between the negative
phosphates.
As with DNA, some counter-ions specifically bind to sites, while others are part
o f the diffuse counter-ion atmosphere surrounding the RNA (Heilman-Miller et al.,
2001). The condensed type o f cation is generally held less tightly than those that are
specifically bound, but still play an important role in reducing the phosphate-tophosphate-group repulsion.
O f the cations present in biological systems, potassium and magnesium are the
most relevant to nucleic acids. The magnesium ion has been shown to play a particularly
significant role in the folding o f RNA (Misra and Draper, 2002; Misra et al., 2003). The
small size (0.65 A) and 2+ charge o f magnesium make the enthalpic and entropic
contributions favorable for the folding o f nucleic acids. The closed-shell orbitals o f
magnesium limit interaction to electrostatics, however there is evidence o f some iondipole interactions between RNA and magnesium (Draper et al., 2005).
The results for the rRNA 58mer are inconclusive. The Debye-Hiickel-Henry
valence was measured in a buffered solvent with 2 and 5 mM magnesium and compared
to the valence in the same buffered solvent with no magnesium present. The expectation
was the magnesium would promote folding o f the 58mer in to a compact tertiary state.
The results are listed in Table 4.4. The trend shows as the magnesium concentration
increases, the valence decreases. The decrease in valence may be due to the process o f
the RNA folding and compacting into a smaller shape. As the RNA folds, the Stokes
radius should decrease. The trend in the data does confirm this (Table A.3). The Stokes
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radius was determined from sedimentation velocity data and an estimated partial specific
volume. Unfortunately, the data from sedimentation velocity (Figure 3.17) show multiple
peaks. The experiments were repeated with similar results.

Table 4.4 RNA Summary
Buffer

Zdhh

zdhh / zseo

A G el (kJ/mol)

KT

-16.83 (± 0.40)

0.29 (±0.01)

-370 (± 13.4)

ktm

2

-15.99 (± 0 .37)

0.28 (±0.01)

-386 (± 13.9)

ktm

5

-15.08 (± 0 .39)

0.26 (±0.01)

-419 (± 15.6)

The column labeled

“

z d h h

/z

se q

”

represents the fraction o f the full charge that is

not shielded by the ion atmosphere. It is worth noting that the values for rRNA presented
here are in good agreement with what is predicted by Counter-ion Condensation theory
(30 % for single-stranded nucleic acids) (Bloomfield et al., 1999).
The free energy gained from reducing the sequence valence to the Debye-HiickelHenry valence

(A G el)

is negative, indicating that this is a favorable process. Again, it

has to be stressed that this is only the electrostatic contribution to the total free energy.
The work completed in this dissertation with 58mer ribosomal RNA is far from
conclusive. Both the MCE and AUC data could be strengthened by repeated
measurements and a more complete Mg++ titration. The current work was done in 0, 2
and 5 mM MgCl2, and the results suggest that more experiments need to be done in
between 0 and 2 mM MgCl2, with smaller steps in the change o f [Mg++].
Recent work on the 58mer rRNA has introduced a second mutation in its
sequence (Grilley, 2006). Base number 1088 has been mutated from an A to a U. Base
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A1088 is involved in a tertiary Hoogsteen base pairing with U1060, and is part o f a large
interior planar core. Two Mg++ ions are seen in this core in the 2.8

A resolution crystal

structure (Conn et al., 1999). Mutation A1088U has been shown to destabilize the native
state o f the 58mer by approximately 3.8 kcal/mol (Maeder, 2004). Using this “unfolded”
mutant in valence determination experiments may prove more conclusive.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A

Stokes Radius Measurement

Use o f the Debye-Hiickel-Henry equation for the calculation o f valence requires
an estimate o f the size o f the molecule o f interest:

(Equation A .l)

where b denotes the radius o f the macro-ion, plus the radius o f its counter-ion. In this
work, the Stokes radius was chosen as an estimate o f size. In all cases here, the counter
ion is K+ which has a Stokes radius o f 1.27x1 CT8cm (Lide, 2005). The Stokes radius, Rs,
is the effective hydrodynamic radius o f a molecule in solution. It is defined by the Stokes
equation:
= 6 tttjR s

/

(Equation A.2)

w h e re /is the frictional coefficient and i) is the dynamic viscosity o f the bulk solvent.
The Stokes radius was measured for each o f the nucleic acids by analytical ultra
centrifugation (AUC).
Using the Svedberg equation, sedimentation velocity gives direct knowledge of
the frictional coefficient:

.

M( 1 - vp)
(Equation A.3)

NJ
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where s is the sedimentation coefficient, M is the molecular weight, v is the partial
specific volume, p is the density o f the bulk solvent, and N a is Avogadro’s number.
However, determining the partial specific volume o f nucleic acids has proven an onerous
task. To circumvent this difficulty, both sedimentation velocity and sedimentation
equilibrium were used. From sedimentation equilibrium:

M( 1- vp)co2
&—

~

(Equation A.4)

K1

where cr denotes the reduced molecular weight, a>2 is the angular velocity o f the rotor in
radians, R is the gas constant (in cgs units), and T is the absolute temperature. Equations
A.3 and A.4 were combined and rearranged to solve for the frictional coefficient:

oRT
J — o 2 -kt

(Equation A. 5)

S CO i V ^

Once the frictional coefficient is calculated, Equation A.2 can be rearranged to solve for
the Stokes radius:

nJ?s -~ ^ f

(Equation A.6)

The sedimentation coefficient, s, was determined from sedimentation velocity
experiments. Each DNA was spun at a rotor speed o f 60,000 rpm at three concentrations
(0.5, 0.25 and 0.125 OD 26o)- All experiments were conducted at 20°C, and sedimentation
was monitored by absorbance at 260 nm with the Beckman Coulter XL-A. The
sedimentation coefficient was determined for each concentration and plotted versus
concentration. The slope was extrapolated to the y-axis, to give s°, the sedimentation
coefficient at infinite dilution. However, since all o f the s values were within error o f one
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another, an average was used for s°. The data was fit with SEDFIT, version 9.2, using the
discrete non-interacting species model, set at 95% confidence level (Schuck, 2000). More
details on how the sedimentation velocity data was fit are located in Chapter 2 Materials
& Methods.
The reduced molecular weight, cr, was determined from sedimentation
equilibrium experiments (Yphantis and Waugh, 1956). Each DNA species was spun at
three rotor speeds: 40000, 50000, and 60000 rpm for ssDNA, and 28000, 35000 and
45000 rpm for both dsDNA and qsDNA. Three concentrations for each were used (0.5,
0.25 and 0.125 OD 260). The buffers used are the same as those described above. All
experiments were conducted at 20 °C, and sedimentation was monitored by absorbance at
260 nm with the Beckman Coulter XL-A, taking scans every 30 minutes for at least 12
hours. The state o f equilibrium was determined with WinMATCH and the data were
edited with WinREEDIT (courtesy o f David Yphantis). The exponential curves were fit
with WinNONLEM, version 1.06 (courtesy o f David Yphantis, Johnson et al., 1981), and cr
was determined. After individual fits were completed, the data sets were globally fit
across all three concentration and all three rotor speeds. This globally fit cris reported for
each DNA species, with the error that is given by WinNONLlN. The second virial
coefficient was included in the fits for dsDNA and qsDNA, but had no impact on the fit
o f either ssDNA.
The sedimentation coefficient, s, and global sigma, <JsEq, for each DNA species is
listed in Table A .I. The dynamic viscosity o f the bulk solvent o f Buffer KT (77 =1.0028
cP) was determined with SEDNTERP (Laue et al., 1992). The fitting software gave the
error listed in Table A .I.
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Table A .l Sedimentation Values for DNA
DNA

s (1 0 13 s)

a seq (cm'2)

dA 2o

1.43 (± 0.06)

2.156 (± 0.24)

dT 2o

1.36 (± 0.04)

2.141 (± 0.29)

d(A-T )20

2.37 (± 0.04)

1.894 (± 0.16)

qsDNA

4.08 (± 0.05)

4.690 (± 0.27)

Using s° and cr from sedimentation, and Equation A.5, the frictional coefficient
for each DNA species was calculated. The values for DNA species are listed in Table
A.2. The frictional coefficient was then plugged into Equation A .6 and the Stokes radius
was determined. Standard error propagation was used to determine the error for both of
these values.
Table A.2 Stokes Radius for DNA
DNA

/ (ng/s)

Rs (nm)

dA 2o

30.6 (± 1.3)

1.62 (± 0.07)

dT 2o

30.8 (± 1.8)

1.63 (± 0.09)

d(A-T )20

40.0 (± 2 .8)

2.12 (± 0.15)

qsDNA

54.1 (± 3 .1 )

2.86 (± 0.17)

Due to contamination and degradation difficulties, sedimentation equilibrium
experiments were not possible with the rRNA. Therefore the frictional coefficient was
calculated with the Svedberg equation (Equation A.3). The molecular mass o f the rRNA
was calculated from its sequence (18,692 g/mol). An estimate o f 0.53 cm /g for the
partial specific volume ( v ) o f single-stranded RNA was used in the calculations (Deras et
al., 2000; Takamoto et al., 2002). SEDNTERP was used to estimate the density o f each o f
the buffers used. For buffer KT, p = 1.00292 g/cm3; for buffer KTM 2, p = 1.00307
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g/cm3; and for buffer KTM 5, p = 1.00325 g/cm3. Table A.3 lists the sedimentation
coefficient for rRNA in Buffer KT, KTM 2 and KTM 5.
Table A.3 Sedimentation Values & Stokes Radius for rRNA

Buffer

s (1(T13 s)

/ ( n g /s )

Rs(nm )

KT

3.32 (±0.065)

43.8 (± 0.84)

2.32 (± 0.046)

ktm 2

3.41 (±0.068)

42.6 (± 0.83)

2.25 (± 0.045)

ktm 5

3.60 (± 0.074)

40.3 (± 0.82)

2.13 (±0.044)

As before, the frictional coefficient was substituted into Stokes equation (equation
A.6 ), and the Stokes radius was calculated for rRNA in each o f the buffers. The dynamic
viscosity o f the bulk solvent,

77 ,

1.0028 cP; for buffer KTM2,

77

was determined with SEDNTERP. For buffer KT,

= 1.0036 cP; and for buffer KTM5,

77

T) =

= 1.0050 cP.

The software applications used in this analysis are free to the public. SEDNTERP
can be found at John Philo’s software homepage: www.jphilo.mailway.com.
WinMATCH, WinREEDlT and WinNONLlN can all be found at the National Analytical
Ultracentrifugation Facility at the University o f Connecticut at Storrs (website:
www.biotech.uconn.edu/auf/). The homepage for Peter Schuck’s program SEDFIT is
www.ultracentrifugation.com. In addition, the Reversible Associations in Structural
Molecular Biology (RASMB) is a thorough resource for all things, past and present, to do
with analytical ultracentrifugation. The website (www.bbri.org/RASMB/rasmb.html) is
maintained by Dr. Walter Stafford. Pointers to all o f the above programs can be found
there as well as many, many more helpful resources for both novice and expert scientists
who deal with analytical ultracentrifugation.
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APPENDIX B

Inverse Debye Length

Another important parameter in the Debye-Hiickel-Henry equation is the inverse
Debye length:

(Equation B .l)

The inverse Debye length, k

d

, also called the inverse Debye-Huckel length, is the

distance away from the center o f the macro-ion where the potential decays to equal that
o f the bulk solvent (Tanford, 1961). This region around the central ion has also been
called the “electric double layer”. It is more intuitive to discuss the inverse o f

k

d

,

the

Debye length, known as AD (Debye, 1923). To make matters more confusing, this term
is also referred to as the Debye-Huckel screening length, 1/ k

d

(Bloomfield, et a l . , 1999).

Ad and k d are merely the inverse o f one another, and it is a matter o f convenience and
context which one is used. In the context o f this work,

k d

is appropriate.

The macro-ion o f interest in bathed in a buffered salt solution containing co-ions
(ions with the same sign charge as the macro-ion) and counter-ions (ions with the
opposite sign charge as the macro-ion). For simplification, both the co- and counter-ion
are monovalent. The distribution o f co- and counter-ions around the macro-ion is not
random or uniform for nucleic acids, regardless o f the salt concentration. The co- and
counter-ions distribute themselves around the macro-ion so that counter-ions tend to
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concentrate around the macro-ion while the co-ions move further away from the macro
ion. This creates a Debye-Huckel ion atmosphere around the macro-ions. That is, the
high concentration o f counter-ions around the macro-ion screens or shields the electric
field and lowers the electrostatic contribution to the free energy. As you move away
from the macro-ion, this concentration o f counter-ions decreases until it equals the
concentration o f the bulk solvent. That distance is the Inverse Debye Length.

Figure B .l Inverse Debye Length

Figure B .l: The inverse Debye Length, k d , is the region denoted in blue.
The inner yellow circle represents the macro-ion, with b representing the radii
of both the macro-ion and its counter-ion, K+.
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The Debye length comes from the linearized form of thePoisson-Boltzmann
equation (Debye, 1923; Edsall and Wyman, 1958; Bockris and Reddy, 1998). For a
monovalent, symmetrical electrolyte, the magnitude o f k d can be determined by the
following equation:

_

2T

K° = F J
pt
\ s0
„eR.T

1000Z
m

“

1m

_

+.

„ „

(Equation B.2)

100 cm

where F is the Faraday constant (96,484 C/mol), T is the ionic strength, sQ is the vacuum
permittivity constant (8.85419 xlO ' 12 C2/J-m), s is the bulk solvent dielectric constant, R
is the gas constant (8.31 J/mol-K), and T is the absolute temperature (Moody, et al.,
2005).
The dielectric constant o f the bulk solvent (water) is 78.5 in all cases. All
experiments were conducted at 20°C (293.15 K). The ionic strength is simply the
summation o f all the ionic species’ concentrations times their valence, squared (Equation
2.1). Table B.2 is a listing o f both the ionic strength and inverse Debye length for each
buffer used for calculations in this work.

Table B .l Ionic Strength & Inverse Debye Length
Buffer

r (M>

KD(c m 1)

KT

0.103

1.06 x 107

k t2

0.108

1.09 x 107

k t5

0.116

1.13 x lO 7
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APPENDIX C

Henry’s Function

Henry’s function, f( /c nb) is a factor that accounts for the electrophoretic effect
(Henry, 1931). The electrophoretic effect stems from opposite charges in an electric field
migrating in opposite directions. The counter-ions that are migrating against the central
macro-ion impose a drag, which is dependent upon the size o f both the macro-ion and the
counter-ion, and the composition o f the solvent. Henry’s function can be solved for any
values o f kd and b by the following equation:

5 - e r fi|

(o. 10392(log(x-DZ>))2 - 1 .1 0094(log(;vDZ>)) + 0.99302)

14

(Equation C .l)

(Cann, 1970, Moody et al., 2005), where e r f is the error function (Spiegel, 1992).
Henry changed the point charge to a cylindrical radius with a “smeared” uniform
surface charge (Henry, 1931). Here we have used the Stokes radius (a.k.a. hydrodynamic
radius) in place o f Henry’s cylindrical radius. The Stokes radius, b, was measured with
analytical ultracentrifugation for each molecule and added to that o f the counter-ion, K+
(see Appendix A). The inverse Debye length, kd, was calculated for each buffer (see
Appendix B). These values were used in Equation C .l to determine Henry’s function for
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each system. Table C.l indicates the results.

Table C .l Henry’s Function
b (cm)

f(*D b)

1.06 xlO 7

2.04 x 1O'7

1.066

KT

1.06 x 107

1.97 x 1O'7

1.063

d(A-T )20

KT

1.06 x 107

2.11 x 10‘7

1.069

qsDNA

KT

1.06 x 107

2.58 x 10'7

1.087

rRNA

KT

1.06 x 107

2.45 x 10'7

1.082

rRNA

k tm 2

1.09 x 107

2.38 xlO'7

1.081

rRNA

k tm 5

1.13 xlO 7

2.26 x 1O'7

1.080

Nucleic Acid

Buffer

dT 2o

KT

dA 2o

kd

(c m 1)
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APPENDIX D

Grand Canonical Monte Carlo Valence Calculations

Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) computer simulations were completed on
double-stranded DNA oligomers o f varying length, N (in base pairs) (Olmstead et al.,
1989).

Table D .l Preferential Interaction Coefficient
N
8

16
20

24
32
48
72
100

IV
0.419
0.334
0.300
0.274
0.230

TV
0.16
0.33
0.400
0.452
0.540

0.189
0.158
0.140

0.622
0.684
0.720

The GCMC simulations predict the preferential interaction coefficient as a
function of N, the number o f phosphates, T r a t h e r than the ion association parameter,
TV that is predicted with counterion condensation theory (Anderson and Record, 1993).
However, T,v and TV are related by the following equation:
TV= 1 + 2 Tat

(Equation D .l)

Data from Olmstead et al., Table D .l, were used to interpolate for the specific
number o f phosphates in the dsDNA. T was plotted against the number o f phosphates
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and the resulting curve was fit with Origin 6.1 (Figure D .l). The equation used for this
fit was:
~ /x t

^ N = yo

(Equation D.2)

1

In the fit, y0= 0.72037 (± 0.0061); Aj = -0.8062 (±0.0139); fi = 21.88264 (± 0.74012);
and R 2 = 0.99909. When N = 40, ¥40 = 0.5907. This value was used to determine the
valence o f the double-stranded, twenty base-pair DNA oligomer used in this work.

Figure D .l Preferential Interaction Coefficient

TV, Number of Phos phates

Figure D .l: The data were fit with Origin 6.1 to an exponential equation.
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